Context. Measuring amplitudes of solar-like oscillations and the granulation power spectral density constitute two promising sources of information to improve our understanding and description of the convection in outer layers of stars. However, different instruments, using different techniques and different band passes, bring measurements which cannot be directly compared neither to each other nor to theoretical values. Aims. In this work, we define simple response functions to derive intrinsic oscillation amplitudes and granulation power density, from photometry measurements obtained with a specific instrument on a specific star. Methods. We test this method on different photometry data sets obtained on the Sun with two different instruments in three different band passes. Results. We show that the results are in good agreement and we establish reference intrinsic values for the Sun in photometry. We also compute the response functions of the CoRoT instrument for a range of parameters representative of the Main Sequence solarlike pulsators to be observed with CoRoT. We show that these response functions can be conveniently described by simple analytic functions of the effective temperature of the target star.
Introduction
Solar-like oscillations are being detected in a rapidely growing number of stars (see e.g. Bedding & Kjeldsen 2007) . The excitation of these oscillations first observed in the Sun is attributed to the acoustic noise generated by convection in the outer layers of stars and the measurement of their amplitude is a source of information on the convection process (see e.g. Samadi et al. 2007a,b) . The existing theoretical works generally bring parametric scaling laws calibrated on the Sun. However, as noticed by Kjeldsen et al. (2005) , measurements made on different stars with different instruments using different techniques in velocimetry or photometry, in different spectral lines or band passes, have different sensitivity to the oscillations. They cannot be compared directly to each other, nor to theoretical values. The comparison to the Sun is not straightforward either, since the different existing data sets obtained on the Sun have not been translated into a proper standard reference suited for comparison with stars. Kjeldsen et al. (2005) initiated such a normalization work and a comparison between several stars. Then, very recently, Kjeldsen et al. (2008) measured the solar oscillation amplitude with stellar techniques, aiming at setting up a consistent reference for stellar oscillation measurements. This was done in velocimetry, since till now the vast majority of solar-like oscillations measured in other stars has been obtained with this technique. However, CoRoT (Baglin et al. 2006 ) has started bringing photometric measurements of oscillation in solar-like pulsators which will need to be measured quantitatively and compared with those of the Sun and with those obtained in velocimetry. In addition to oscillations, rapid photometry might allow measuring, in approximately the same domain of frequency, the power density spectrum contribution associated with the stellar granulation. Granulation being a manifestation of the convective motions at the photosphere level, the profile of its power density spectrum is expected to reflect characteristic time scales and geometrical scales associated with the convection process as described by heavy 3D numerical simulations (see e.g. Ludwig 2006; Trampedach et al. 1998) or by parametrized models (see e.g. Baudin et al. 2007 ).
In the present work, we consider measurements of solar photometrical variations obtained with two different instruments in four different band passes (SOHO/VIRGO/PMO6 and SPM three channels). In the corresponding instrumental power density spectra, we fit contributions from the solar background and from the acoustic oscillations (Sect.2). Then, in Sect.3, we assume that the measured intensity variations are small enough to be considered essentially due to variation in temperature. In this context, we establish, for each data set, a simple instrumental response function relating the instrumental power density measurement to the intrinsic bolometric luminosity relative variation. These response functions can be applied to infer intrinsic (bolometric) power density of solar background from spe-cific photometry measurements. They also can be used to derive intrinsic amplitude of solar radial oscillations from the same data. We discuss how they can be adapted for non radial modes. Following Kjeldsen et al. (2005) and Kjeldsen et al. (2008) , we also propose to relate the oscillation mean power density measurement to an intrinsic amplitude chosen here to be the bolometric amplitude for radial modes. In Sect.4, we show that the results obtained with the different data sets are consistent to a good approximation and allow us to produce a reference value of bolometric radial oscillation amplitude for the Sun observed as a star, and a reference bolometric power density spectrum for Solar granulation. Then (Sect.5), we compute the response functions adapted to the CoRoT instrument for stars representative of potential solar-like pulsators on the Main Sequence in terms of effective temperatures, log g values and chemical compositions. We show that to a great extent, the dependency with log g and chemical composition can be neglected and that the CoRoT response functions can be conveniently described with a good precision by analytic functions of T eff .
Observational material and power density spectra
We consider four data sets obtained on the Sun with different techniques and different band pass by SOHO/VIRGO/PMO6 (essentially bolometric variations) and by SOHO/VIRGO/SPM (photon counting) in three narrow (5nm) bands at 402nm (blue), 500nm (green) and 862nm (red) (Frohlich et al. 1997) . For each of these time series, we compute the power density spectrum shown in Fig1 and Fig2 . Following the technique proposed by Kjeldsen et al. (2005) for stellar oscillations measurements, we smooth these spectra with a boxcar of width 405 µHz corresponding to 3 times the solar large separation (135 µHz). Then, we perform a least square fit of each spectrum with three components: a flat white noise contribution essentially due to photon counting noise, the solar background contribution detailed hereafter, and on top, the stellar oscillation spectrum contribution. For the solar background contribution, following Harvey (1985) and Andersen et al. (1998a) , we consider a sum of powerlaws: P(ν) = Σ i P i (ν), and
C i ) for convenience hereafter) , with ν the frequency, τ i the characteristic time scale and C i the slope at high frequency associated with each powerlaw, and a i a normalizing factor such as: ζ i 2 = P i (ν) dν corresponds to the variance of the corresponding time series. Note that in the case of Harvey (1985) , C i being arbitrarily set to 2, a i = 2. The physical processes most commonly considered in the solar background and represented by such powerlaws are: activity (predominant up to ∼10µHz), supergranulation (up to ∼ 100µHz), mesogranulation (up to ∼ 1 mHz), and granulation (see e.g. Andersen et al. 1998b; Anklin et al. 1998; Aigrain et al. 2004) . In the present study, we will focus on the two latter processes showing significant contribution above 100 µHz, in the frequency domain where oscillations are found.
An estimate of the two first contributions (white noise and solar background) is obtained by a simultaneous fit of the spectrum outside the domain where the oscillation signal is seen with function D + Σ i P i (ν), where D represents the white noise contribution. After subtraction of these two components, we isolate the one due to stellar oscillations.
The two powerlaw components ( 7 parameters: A i ,B i ,C i , and D) give satisfactory fit of the background for our purpose and we do not find necessary to include other components like supergranulation or activity.
As shown in Tab. 1, the fit give satisfactory results in the case of SPM data, especially for the blue and green channels. In the case of SPM/red channel, the coefficients are obtained with very large error bars and in the case of PMO6, the convergence is obviously difficult, due to the larger white noise component. We thus decided to fit again the previous function, but forcing the C i coefficients to the value 4, as suggested by our fits of SPM/blue and SPM/green, and by the results obtained by Andersen et al. (1998a) . The results shown in Fig. 2 (see also Tab. 2) are very satisfactory, and we will refer to these values hereafter.
As could be expected, the level of the intensity components (A 1 and A 2 ) attributed to granulation and mesogranulation is very different in the measurements associated to different techniques and different band passes (see Fig. 3 top) . The same is true for the contribution associated with the oscillations (Fig. 3  bottom) , stressing the necessity to establish a reference independent of the instrument for the Sun oscillations and for comparison with other stars to be observed with other instruments. Table 2 . Fit with five parameters 
Instrumental response functions
As mentioned previously, we assume that the intrinsic luminosity variations are small enough and can be considered to be essentially due to variation in temperature at the photosphere level.
In other words, we neglect the variations of the radius. Thus:
The measurements of relative photometric variations by a given instrument can be written:
with R g the response function:
where E(λ) is the total efficiency of the instrument at given wavelength λ; N(λ) is the Planck function expressed in energy in the case of a bolometer like PMO6 and in terms of photons number in case of a photon counting instrument like SPM.
Response function for granulation
The response function R g thus allows to relate a specific measurement to a bolometric relative variation. If we consider the power density contribution associated with granulation (P g ) determined in Sect.1, we can derive the corresponding bolometric power density:
which is expected to characterize granulation independently of the instrument considered. The application to the different data sets obtained on the Sun (R g values are given in Tab. 3) with different instrumental techniques and with different band passes reveal a good agreement (see Sect. 4). Fig.1 for, from top to bottom: SPM-blue(a)-green(b)-red(c) data over 700 days and PMO6(d) data over 800 days, but here we forced C i = 4.
Fig. 2. Same as

Response function for individual modes and individual multiplets
In the case of individual oscillation modes, characterized by a specific geometrical contribution over the projected stellar surface, it is also possible to relate the observed power density distribution with an intrinsic (bolometric) mode amplitude, such as:
where l and m are the degree and the azimuthal order of the spherical harmonic associated to the mode. The response function must be adapted by introducing a visibility function S l,m,i to become:
where all terms have the same meaning as in R g and the S l,m,i term measures the contribution of the mode integrated over the projected stellar surface, taking into account the effect (see e.g. Dziembowski 1977; Berthomieu & Provost 1990) . Expression for S l,m,i is given in Appendix (A.3).
Note that in the case of radial modes, S 0 is independent of lambda and S 0 = 1 by definition, so that the response function is exactly the same as for granulation.
An interesting property of the visibility fonctions S l,m,i makes that, assuming equipartition of energy among different modes of a same multiplet, the global visibility contribution of each multiplet (composed of modes of same radial order n, same degree l, and different azimuthal order m) is independent of the inclinaison i (Dziembowski 1977; Toutain & Gouttebroze 1993) . It is thus possible to compute a global visibility function
l,m,i , which is independent on i for the different multiplets. In the case of stellar observations, as remarked by Kjeldsen et al. (2005) the measurement of individual modes or even individual multiplets might be delicate and it might give more precise results to estimate oscillation amplitudes from the smoothed oscillation power density contribution as represented in Sect.1. In this case, as suggested by Kjeldsen et al. (2005) , the oscillation power density contribution (in ppm 2 /µHz) is smoothed over typically three or four times the large spacing (∆); then, once multiplied by the estimate of the large spacing (in µHz), it is representative of the power (in ppm 2 ) concentrated in all multiplets present in one large spacing. Then, considering that there is a fixed and known number of multiplets with significant visibility contributions S l within one large spacing, it is possible to compute a global visibility coefficient per large spacing ∆ and to normalize it in order to obtain, for instance, a response function relating the measured smoothed power density with the intrinsic bolometric amplitude per radial mode.
where the expression for S l is given in Eq. A.1. We thus consider the power density component associated with oscillations (P o ) derived in Sect.1, and compute the intrinsic bolometric amplitude normalized to the radial mode (l = 0):
where ∆ is the large separation, R o the response function described here before and computed for each data set:
The factor 2 multiplying P o is introduced to take into account the power density spread in the negative part of the spectrum.
In the present work, the K 0 (λ) coefficient is computed, taking into account monochromatic specific intensities derived from stellar atmosphere models (see Barban et al. 2003 ) with relevant T eff , [Fe/H], and log g.
For each data set considered here, we thus derive the relative bolometric variation (dL/L) bol,l=0 associated with radial modes. They are compared and discussed in the next section.
Results for different data sets
A reference solar bolometric oscillation amplitude
The resulting estimates of the bolometric amplitude per radial mode are shown in Fig. 4 (R o values computed for the different data sets considered here are given in Tab. 3). We compare the curves obtained for each data set, with a special attention to the value at maximum often taken as a convenient characteristic measurement of the oscillations amplitudes in stars (see also Tab. 4). Although some residual of the initial difference seems to subsist (suggesting that our response function might be refined further), we notice a reasonable agreement of the different curves, within one-sigma error bar estimates. This allows us to propose as reference for the Sun a 2.53 ± 0.11ppm of maximum bolometric amplitude per radial mode (mean of the four values ponderated by 1/σ i ). We checked that this result was not affected significantly by changing the smoothing boxcar width from 2 times to 4 times ∆.
A reference bolometric granulation power density spectrum
The different mean profiles of bolometric background power density spectra are shown in Fig. 5 . Here again, we notice the good agreement of the different curves. Coefficients characterizing the different curves are given in Tab. 4 as well as reference values proposed for the Sun background contribution. Here again, the influence of the size of the smoothing boxcar (between 0.1 to 4 times ∆) has been tested and found negligible within the present error bars. 
Response functions of CoRoT for objects on the Main Sequence
Stellar atmosphere models are computed with the Atlas 9 code (Kurucz 1993 ) in a modified version including the CGM convection (Heiter et al. 2002, see) . Considering the CoRoT total efficiency shown in Fig. 6 , we compute the CoRoT response functions for stellar atmosphere models characterized by different values of T eff , log g and chemical compositions illustrative of possible solar-like candidates on the Main Sequence (−1 < [Fe/H] < +1, 3.9 < log g < 4.5, 5800 < T eff < 6750K). As shown in Fig. 7 , the dependency of the CoRoT response function R o to log g and chemical composition is small in the considered range. To a great extent (within 0.6%), it can be neglected and R o as R g can be described as simple polynomial functions of T eff only:
R o (T eff ) = R o (T eff,Sun ) + A (T eff − T eff,Sun ) + B (T eff − T eff,Sun ) 2 .
We proceed the same way for R g . Values of the parameters obtained for the fit are given in Tab. 5. 
Conclusions
Measurement of stellar oscillations or granulation brings instrumental values which depend on the instrumental technique and bandpass and on the star considered. In this work, with the pourpose of helping future comparisons between stars observed in photometry,
1. we propose a simple expression for response functions connecting specific instrumental photometric measurements with intrinsic bolometric values for oscillation amplitudes and granulation power density. 2. we test and validate this expression on four sets of data obtained on the Sun, in four different band passes and with two different instrumental techniques. 3. we establish reference bolometric measurements for the Solar oscillation amplitudes (2.53 ± 0.11 ppm) and for the Solar granulation power density. 4. we compute the response functions for the CoRoT instrument and give an analytic expression for it.
